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Plotting With Pyplot  

 

What is Data Visualization? 

Role of data is to empower decision makers to make decision based on facts, trends, and statistical numbers. 

Data is so huge today; the decision makers can not get all the information at one go. In the process of 

decision making and display the data in compact way they must have gone through the unnecessary, 

unwanted data to get the right information. Data Visualization is basically graphical or visual representation 

of information using charts, graphs and thereby helps the decision makers to drive business decisions. Data 

visualization unveils patterns, trends, outliers, correlations etc.  

Python provide such tools to display the information/data in visual form like line chart, bar graph, histogram 

etc. How to display such data in visual form? We will be learning in the coming topics. 

 

Using Pyplot of matplotlib library: 

The matplotlib is a python library that provides many interfaces and functionality for 2D-graphics in various 

forms. Matplotlib library can be called as a high quality plotting library. The matplotlib library offers different 

named collection of methods, pyplot is one such interface. 

Installing and importing matplotlib: 

Steps: 

1. Type cmd in the search option located just beside the start button in windows-10. 

2. Go to the default location of python/script folder. It is normally available in the python installed path. 

3. Next you need to type the following command at the command prompt: 

pip -m install -U matplotlib 

4. It will take some time to install. 

5. After installation you can import it in your python script as: 

import matplotlib.pyplot as pp 

6. And you can use it as: 

pp.plot(x,y) 
 

Creating Line Chart: 

Line Chart: A line chart or line graph is a type of chart which displays information as a series 

of data points called markers connected by straight line segments. 

Line chart can be created using plot() function 

The PyPlot interface provides many methods for 2D plotting of data. 

A sample program:  



import matplotlib.pyplot as pp 

x=np.linspace(1,5,6)      # To generate an array in range 1..5 having 6 elements 

y=np.log(x) 

pp.plot(x,y) 

pp.show() 

 

Changing Label of X and Y axis 

This can be achieved through xlabel() and ylable() functions of matplotlib.[yplot library. In the 

given example has been used these two functions. 

 

 

import matplotlib.pyplot as p1 

a=[1,2,3,4] 

b=[2,4,6,8] 

p1.xlabel("X axis values") 

p1.ylabel("Y axis values") 

p1.plot(a,b) 

p1.show() 

 



 

Steps to be followed: 

1. Define the x-axis and corresponding y-axis values as lists. 

2. Plot them on canvas using . plot() function. 

3. Give a name to x-axis and y-axis using . xlabel() and . ylabel() functions. 

4. Give a title to your plot using . title() function. 

5. Finally, to view your plot, we use . show() function. 

 

Applying various settings in plot() function:  

Using plot() function we can specify the following settings: 

1. Color (line color/marker color) 

2. Marker type 

3. Marker size 
 

1. Line Color: You can specify the color code next to the data being plotted in plot() function as shown here: 

<matplotlib.pyplot>.plot(<data1>,<data2>,<color code>) 

You can use color code as ‘r’ for red, ‘g’ for green, ‘b’ for blue etc. 

2. To change the width: You can give additional argument linewidth = <width> in plot() function where you 

must specify the width value in points i.e., 0.75 points, 2.0 points etc. Example:  

Plt.plot(a,s, linewidth=2) 

3. Changing marker type size and color: 

Data points being plotted are called markers 

To change marker type, color and size give the following additional optional arguments in plot() function: 

marker = <valid marker type>, markersize = <in points>, markeredgecolor=<valid color> 

Marker type: dots, crosses or diamonds   default type is line type. 

Markersize : To be specified in points 

Markeredgecolor:  Any valid color code 

 

Example:  

import matplotlib.pyplot as p2 

import numpy as np 

x=np.arange(0.,10,0.1) 



a=np.cos(x) 

b=np.sin(x) 

p2.plot(x,a,'b',ls='dashed',marker='d', markersize=5, markeredgecolor='r') 

p2.plot(x,b,'c',ls='dotted') 

p2.show() 

 

Creating Bar Charts 

A BAR chart is graphical display of data using bars of different heights. 

For Example: 

 

 

import matplotlib.pyplot as p2 

import numpy as np 

x=[1,2,3,4] 

y=[2,4,6,8] 

p2.bar(x,y) 

p2.show() 

 



Changing Width of the Bars in a Bar Chart 

Default width of a bar is 0.8 units. But this width can be changed as per our need: 

To specify common width for all bars: 

The syntax is: 

<matplotlib.pyplot>.bar(x-seq , y-seq , width=<float value>) 

To specify different width for different bars of a bar chart: 

The syntax is: 

<matplotlib.pyplot>.bar(x-seq , y-seq , width=<width value sequences>) 

We can also specify different colors for different bars of a bar chart 

The syntax is: 

<matplotlib.pyplot>.bar(x-seq , y-seq , color=<color names/code sequences>) 

Example of the bar graph with different width and different colours: 

import matplotlib.pyplot as pp 

import numpy as np 

cities = ['Raipur','Bilaspur','Durg','Raigarh','Bastar'] 

Population = [450000,325000,280540, 256432, 180056] 

pp.bar(cities,Population, width=[0.5,0.8,0.9,0.6,0.3],color=['r','k','g','b','y']) 

pp.legend(loc='upper left') 

pp.savefig("E:\\XIIKGraph\\city2.png") 

pp.show() 

 

 



Creating multiple Bars 

1. Deciding X points and thickness. 

2. Deciding colors 

3. Width argument value is dependent upon thickness of X point. 

4. Use bar() function. 

Example: 

 

Creating a horizontal bar graph: 

To create a Horizontal Bar Graph you need to use barh() 

 

 

 

import matplotlib.pyplot as pp 

import numpy as np 

val=[[5,25,45,20],[8,20,40,25],[3,10,50,21]] 

x=np.arange(4) 

pp.bar(x+0.00,val[0],color='b',width=0.25) 

pp.bar(x+0.25,val[1],color='r',width=0.25) 

pp.bar(x+0.50,val[2],color='g',width=0.25) 

pp.show() 

 

import matplotlib.pyplot as pp 

import numpy as np 

cities = 

['Raipur','Bilaspur','Durg','Raigarh','Bastar'] 

Population = 

[45000000,32500000,28054000,  

25643200, 18005670] 

pp.barh(cities,Population) 

pp.xlabel("Cities") 

pp.ylabel("Population") 

pp.show() 


